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Early Globalization and the Economic Development of the United States and Brazil 2002-01-30 placing the

controversial globalization process in historical context dewitt brings this increasingly important topic to life through

the experiences of the two most populous states of the western hemisphere brazil and the united states comparing

their development processes from the colonial era to 1900 he highlights the dramatically different consequences that

are incorporated into the world economy for these two states sharing similar experiences during the colonial era the

countries internal differences and differing relationships with great britain the economic superpower of the 19th

century led to very different development paths by 1900 the united states had become a member of the economic

core while brazil remained mired in the semi periphery pointing out the similarities and differences in the economic

development of the united states and brazil dewitt emphasizes that the manner of incorporation into the world

economy greatly affected one becoming a superpower and the other remaining a developing nation this book offers

unique insights into globalization economic development and the histories of the united states and brazil

The Fruits of the Early Globalization 2021-06-02 this book presents an unusual view on one of the most influential

periods in world economic history the early globalization by this term the notion that a process of genuine

globalization took place in the early modern era is defended the authors propose that the canonical globalization that

of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was preceded by a century long increasing economic integration

between continents that were non existent before 1492 the economic aspects of the early globalization like market

integration price co movements and international silver circulation were very important notwithstanding other

dimensions of human life which were affected by unprecedented intercontinental contacts including free and forced

migrations changes in tastes and consumption etc the fruits of globalisation deals with some of the most important

issues among the former and the latter the book combines approaches from different disciplines including

quantitative and non quantitative economic history econometrics international trade and demography overall the

vision of the early globalisation offered in this book is less pessimistic than in mainstream literature on the period

Transitions to Capitalism in Early Modern Europe 2019-09-26 revised updated and expanded this second edition

analyzes the structures and practices of european economies within a global context

The Origins of Globalization 2018-09-20 for better or for worse in recent times the rapid growth of international

economic exchange has changed our lives but when did this process of globalization begin and what effects did it

have on economies and societies pim de zwart and jan luiten van zanden argue that the networks of trade

established after the voyages of columbus and da gama of the late fifteenth century had transformative effects

inaugurating the first era of globalization the global flows of ships people money and commodities between 1500 and

1800 were substantial and the re alignment of production and distribution resulting from these connections had

important consequences for demography well being state formation and the long term economic growth prospects of

the societies involved in the newly created global economy whether early globalization had benign or malignant

effects differed by region but the world economy as we now know it originated in these changes in the early modern

period

Iberian World Empires and the Globalization of Europe 1415–1668 2019-03-13 this open access book analyses

iberian expansion by using knowledge accumulated in recent years to test some of the most important theories

regarding europe s economic development adopting a comparative perspective it considers the impact of early

globalization on iberian and western european institutions social development and political economies in spite of

globalization s minor importance from the commercial perspective before 1750 this book finds its impact decisive for

institutional development political economies and processes of state building in iberia and europe the book engages

current historiographies and revindicates the need to take the concept of composite monarchies as a point of

departure in order to understand the period s economic and social developments analysing the institutions and



societies resulting from contact with iberian peoples in america and asia the outcome is a study that nuances and

contests an excessively negative yet prevalent image of the iberian societies explores the difficult relationship

between empires and globalization and opens paths for comparisons to other imperial formations

Globalisation in the Early Modern Period 2004 academics politicians and activists have taken up the study of

globalisation in recent years but the exchange of goods services and ideas the formation of military and political

relationships and the migrations of people that are the hallmarks of the contemporary idea of what defines

globalisation is hardly new phenomenon in fact the process of globalisation is evident throughout history particularly

in the early modern period the early modern period was a time of discovery expansion and innovation europeans

asians africans and americans established lasting contacts through trade labour and cultural exchanges one of the

best case studies of this process of historical globalisation is comparative port history in the early modern period

cátia antunes reconstructs the interplay of globalizing agents in amsterdam and lisbon these two ports were engaged

in local regional and intercontinental trade credit investment and labour networks antunes argues that business and

diplomacy were key early modern activities and vital for a dynamic socio economic relationship between the two

ports she further contends that merchants economic agents representatives and diplomats were the true agents of

expansive globalisation in the early modern period antunes provides a cogent model for the understanding of this

fascinating historical period

Globalization in World History 2023-11-03 in this fully revised fourth edition this book treats globalization from several

vantage points showing how these help grasp the nature of globalization both in the past and today the revisions

include greater attention to the complications of racism after 1500 and nationalism after 1850 further analysis of

reactions against globalization after world war i and in the 21st century more discussion of student exchanges and

fuller treatment of developments since 2008 including the role of the covid 19 pandemic in contemporary

globalization four major chronological phases are explored in the centuries after 1000 ce after 1500 after 1850 and

since the mid 20th century discussion of each phase includes relevant debates over the nature and extent of the

innovations involved particularly in terms of transportation communications technologies and trade patterns the phase

approach also facilitates analysis of the range of interactions enmeshed in globalization beyond trade and migration

including disease exchange impacts on culture and consumer tastes and for the modern periods policy coordination

and international organizations finally the book deals with different regional positions and reactions in each of the

major phases this includes not only imbalances of power and economic benefit but also regional styles in dealing

with the range of global relationships this volume is essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students

of world history economic history and political economy

Young Workers, Globalization and the Labor Market 2008-11-28 underpinned by the fact that the globalization

process and the subsequent increased level of market uncertainty have paved the way for employment flexibility in

modern societies this book examines the labor market chances of young adults in the us and in ten european

societies over the past three decades as young adults represent a very vulnerable labor market group flexible and

insecure employment tends to be pronounced especially at labor market entry the contributors therefore explore

which groups of young adults are especially affected by increasing employment insecurities

Iberian World Empires and the Globalization of Europe 1415-1668 2020-10-08 this open access book analyses

iberian expansion by using knowledge accumulated in recent years to test some of the most important theories

regarding europe s economic development adopting a comparative perspective it considers the impact of early

globalization on iberian and western european institutions social development and political economies in spite of

globalization s minor importance from the commercial perspective before 1750 this book finds its impact decisive for

institutional development political economies and processes of state building in iberia and europe the book engages



current historiographies and revindicates the need to take the concept of composite monarchies as a point of

departure in order to understand the period s economic and social developments analysing the institutions and

societies resulting from contact with iberian peoples in america and asia the outcome is a study that nuances and

contests an excessively negative yet prevalent image of the iberian societies explores the difficult relationship

between empires and globalization and opens paths for comparisons to other imperial formations this work was

published by saint philip street press pursuant to a creative commons license permitting commercial use all rights not

granted by the work s license are retained by the author or authors

Making Worlds 2022 taking into account the destructive powers of globalization making worlds considers the

interconnectedness of the world in the early modern period this collection examines the interdisciplinary phenomenon

of making worlds with essays from scholars of history literary studies theatre and performance art history and

anthropology the volume advances questions about the history of globalization by focusing on how the expansion of

global transit offered possibilities for interactions that included the testing of local identities through inventive

experimentation with new and various forms of culture case studies show how the imposition of european economic

religious political and military models on other parts of the world unleashed unprecedented forces of invention as

institutionalized powers came up against the creativity of peoples cultural practices materials and techniques of

making in doing so making worlds offers an important rethinking of how early globalization inconsistently generated

ongoing dynamics of making unmaking and remaking worlds

Transitions to Capitalism in Early Modern Europe 2019-09-26 between the end of the middle ages and the early

nineteenth century the long established structures and practices of european trade agriculture and industry were

disparately but profoundly transformed revised updated and expanded this second edition of transitions to capitalism

in early modern europe narrates and analyses the diverse trends that greatly enlarged european commerce

permanently modified rural and urban production gave birth to new social classes remade consumer habits and

altered global economic geographies culminating in capitalist industrial revolution broad in chronological and

geographical scope and explicitly comparative robert s duplessis book introduces readers to a wealth of information

drawn from throughout eastern western and mediterranean europe as well as to classic interpretations current

debates new scholarship and suggestions for further reading

Tend the Olive, Water the Vine 2006-08-01 current international development wisdom promotes the inclusion of non

governmental organizations ngos in national level policy making in the interest of strengthening state civil society

relationships supporting locally driven culturally sensitive development and contributing to program and policy

innovation however critics of increased state ngo donor collaboration argue that it actually dilutes the power of ngos

to act in the interest of the local populations they were established to serve this tension between the local and the

global is connected to broader debates about the nature and role of contemporary educational development should

education aim primarily at preparing citizens for participation in the global economy thereby encouraging the

integration of nation states into a world economic system driven by the industrialized north or and should it endeavor

to develop in students and in communities north and south the ability to critique resist and transform that world

system ultimately this is a question of who owns development international agencies and institutions or the

communities being developed this book examines the complexities of these negotiations in a particularly complicated

and volatile context palestine and a particularly hot development field early childhood development the international

community s efforts to support early childhood programming in the developing world fall more broadly within the

empowerment camp than do other development efforts and in this case in particular serve as a source of important

lessons about the dynamics of donor state ngo relationships suggestions for improved development policy and

insights into forms of education which promote justice and equity in an increasingly interdependent world



Globalization, Transformation, and Cultures in Early Childhood Education and Care 2019-09-16 this edited volume

provides a critical discussion of globalization and transformation considering the cultural contexts of early childhood

education systems as discourses as well as concrete phenomena and lived experience the book focuses on

theoretical explorations and critical discourses at the level of education policy macro the level of institutions meso

and the level of social interactions micro the chapters offer a wide range of interpretative contextualized perspectives

on early childhood education as a cultural construct

Trade Policy of Developing Countries and Emerging Economies in the Course of Globalization 2013-07 scholarly

essay from the year 2012 in the subject economics international economic relations grade management und

marketing language english abstract the current global economy is characterized by extensive globalization of the

markets the accompanying international trade affects industrial nations and developing countries in differing degrees

the analysis of trade policy in developing countries can in the process be analyzed using the same tools as those for

developed countries namely industrial na tions earlier development stages of trade policy amongst developing

countries were character ized by protectionism and an orientation towards a domestic market which consequently led

to a weak internationalization of these countries it was not possible to decrease the distance between the classical

industrial states since the industrial states themselves in the context of the first phase of globalization were able to

significantly advance on a global scale as a result of the rejection of protectionism by means of changing political

structures and the accompanying liberalization it was therefore possible in the early phases of globaliza tion whose

origins lie in the end of the 19th and the start of the 20th century for several developing countries to successfully

advance in the wake of the general dynamic of inter nationalization the share in the world good s market the

volumes in direct investments and the inflows of portfolio capital were able to increase amongst these groups of

countries albeit not for all countries to the same extent as a result the majority of developing countries today are

tightly embedded in world trade moreover these countries were capable of registering export quotas of 20 and 30 the

gap between the so called oecd countries could be largely made up for in the course of early globalization the oecd

countries also dynamically developed with the consequence that many developing countries were in turn

The Scandinavian Early Modern World 2020-05 the scandinavian early modern world explores the early modern

colonialism globalization and modernity in scandinavia along with its colonies and its role in the shaping of the

modern world scandinavians played an active role in early modern globalization and were present as traders as

colonialists and as consumers in competition and collaboration with indigenous agents and other colonial actors in

america africa india this story is rarely told the joint study of history historical landscape and material culture from a

scandinavian vantage point provides for a comprehensive and original interpretation of the birth of globalization and

modernity new perspectives and data are presented deepening and challenging our knowledge of the long

seventeenth century in depth analysis of case studies encompassing four continents and their material entanglement

makes this book a unique contribution to historical archaeology the scandinavian early modern world aims at

students and scholars of anthropology archaeology and history alike taking interest in the global connections of the

long seventeenth century and the role of scandinavia in that process

Making Worlds 2023-01-15 making worlds explores how early globalization fostered new ways of knowing and

shaping the world

Globalization and Armed Conflict 2003-06-11 globalization and armed conflict addresses one of the most important

and controversial issues of our time does global economic integration foster or suppress violent disputes within and

between states here cutting edge research by leading figures in international relations shows that expanding

commercial ties between states pacifies some but not necessarily all political relationships the authors demonstrate

that the pacific effect of economic integration hinges on democratic structures the size of the global system the



nature of the trade goods and a reduced influence of the military on political decisions in sum this book

demonstrates how important the still fragile capitalist peace is

Globalization and Politics 2006 this invaluable highly readable new text brings together vision and imaginative insight

to the analysis of the evolution of inter state politics to produce a clear comprehensive and coherent sense of

globalization and exactly what s at stake in the globalization debate

Early Globalization and the Economic Development of the United States and Brazil 2002-01-30 placing the

globalization process in historical context this work studies this topic through the experiences of the two most

populous states of the western hemisphere brazil and the usa it highlights the different consequences that are

incorporated into the world economy for these states

Globalization/Glocalization: Developments in Theory and Application 2021-11-29 in the immense literature on

globalization the work of roland robertson stands out in particular his insistence that globalization manifests itself

primarily as glocalization the simultaneity of the global and the local of homogenization and heterogenization

continues to influence how a wide variety of observers understand the process including those who contest it in

honour of robertson s lifetime contributions this volume brings together a set of essays that demonstrate the cogency

of his approach point out directions in which it can be further developed and illustrate the insight it can provide in

topics as varied as religion football wine morality and ufos contributors include peter beyer john boli didem buhari

gulmez rebecca catto richard giulianotti ulf hannerz david inglis paul james habibul haque khondker anne sophie

krossa frank lechner kristian naglo john h simpson manfred b steger and george m thomas

The Media and Globalization 2004-12-01 this is a necessary and very original book that really does address the lack

of attention to media in previous discussions about globalization james lull san jose state university there is

practically no globalization without media and communications yet this relationship is so obvious it is often

overlooked rantanen challenges conventional ways of thinking about globalization and shows it cannot be

understood without studying the role of the media this book offers a clear and accessible overview of globalization

and the pivotal role of the media an introduction to the concepts and theories of globalization empirical data on the

production and consumption of media a methodology for relating individual local experiences to the global picture

rantanen has made this complex and huge subject very accessible by using personal histories and pictures to

engage the reader it will be invaluable to students in international media cultural studies communications and

international relations

Exports, Trade Policy and Economic Growth in Eras of Globalization 2018-06-13 this book provides an excellent

resource for understanding the forces in international trade liberalization over two centuries that have brought us to

this point where the successes setbacks and the countervailing forces now vie for the public s mind and support the

outcome of which will determine the future progress of increased globalization or lack thereof the book also

examines whether trade policy has indeed promoted exports in the vast number of countries which increasingly look

to trade agreements to gain a competitive edge and to what extent export driven growth has been an important force

in advancing economic development around the world in doing so the book examines one of the most controversial

issues in economic development the promotion and significance of export led growth

The Globalization of Corporate Governance 2016-03-09 the process of economic globalization as product and capital

markets have become increasingly integrated since wwii has placed huge and it is argued by some irresistible

pressures on the world s insider stakeholder oriented corporate governance systems insider corporate governance

systems in countries such as germany so the argument goes should converge or be transformed by global product

and capital market pressures to the superior shareholder oriented outsider corporate governance model prevalent in

the uk and the us what these pressures from globalization are how they manifest themselves whether they are likely



to cause such a convergence transformation and whether these pressures will continue lie at the heart of the

exploration in this volume the globalization of corporate governance provides a detailed analysis of the evolution of

the key corporate governance systems in the uk the us and germany from the perspective of the development of

economic globalization as such it is a valuable resource for those interested in how economic and legal reforms

interact to produce change within corporate governance systems

Globalization and Culture 2009 now fully revised and updated this seminal text asks if there is cultural life after the

clash of civilizations and global mcdonaldization jan nederveen pieterse argues that what is taking place is a global

culture of hybridization in a new chapter the author explores east west hybridities the idea that globalization is a

process of braiding rather than simply a diffusion from developed to developing countries his historically deep and

geographically wide approach to globalization is essential reading as we face the spread of conflicts bred by cultural

misunderstanding

Globalization as Evolutionary Process 2007-12-20 the term globalization has gained widespread popularity yet most

treatments are either descriptive and or focused on changes in economic interconnectivity in this volume the concept

is seen in broader terms as leading international experts from a range of disciplines develop a long term analysis to

address the problems of globalization the editors and contributors develop a framework for understanding the origins

and trajectory of contemporary world trends constructing testable and verifiable models of globalization they

demonstrate how the evolutionary approach allows us to view globalization as an enterprise of the human species as

a whole focusing on the analytical problem of global change and the rules governing those changes the emphasis is

not on broad based accounts of the course of world affairs but selectively on processes that reshape the social of

the human species the making of world opinion and the innovations that animate these developments chapters are

clustered into four foci one emphasizes the interpretation of globalization as an explicitly evolutionary process a

second looks at historical sequences of such phenomena as population growth or imperial rise and decline as

processes that can be modeled and not purely described the third cluster examines ongoing changes in economic

processes especially information technology a final cluster takes on some of the challenges associated with

forecasting and simulating the complexities of globalization processes this innovative and important volume will be of

interest to students and scholars across the social sciences concerned with the phenomenon of globalization

Japanese Education in an Era of Globalization 2013-06-17 education comparative

Myths, State Expansion, and the Birth of Globalization 2011-12-15 many of the present problems of globalization are

mirrored in the historical expansion of the european state system this title is a structured comparative case study

analysis of four regions and examines how these regions and their peoples were absorbed into the expanding

european centered state system from roughly the 1400s through to 1800

Globalization and Belonging 2004 this is a book that will get us all thinking about the implications of identities in

rapidly evolving international and country by country politics

Globalization 2013-08-01 globalization prospects and problems by joann chirico provides a comprehensive and

enlightening overview of globalization issues and topics emphasizing the theory and methods that social scientists

employ to study globalization the text reveals how macro globalization processes impact individual lives from the

spread of scientific discourse to which jobs are more or less likely to be offshored the author presents a clear image

of the big globalization picture by skillfully exploring piece by piece a myriad of globalization topics debates theories

and empirical data compelling chapters on theory global civil society democracy cities religion institutions sports

education and health care along with three chapters on global challenges help readers develop a broad

understanding of key topics and issues throughout the text the author encourages readers to relate their personal

experiences to globalization processes allowing for a more meaningful and relevant learning experience



Health and Globalization 2010-05-10 exploring the links between health and globalization this title considers

important issues such as the global spread of pandemics such as swine flu and bird flu effects of migration and

health care systems across the world

Globalization 2009-03-16 globalization lechner has drawn on his extensive work on and his deep knowledge of

globalization to write a brief accessible and highly successful introduction to the field the early chapters on food sport

and mass media should pique the student s interest and lure them into a deeper involvement with later chapters and

the field in general george ritzer university of maryland frank lechner s text takes on key issues in the study of

globalization with real clarity and critical power an authoritative account of the major issues theories and debates in

the field aptly illustrated by diverse contemporary examples this text offers a clear analysis of a complex topic that

will be an invaluable resource for students and scholars fran tonkiss london school of economics written in a lively

and accessible style globalization the making of world society shows how globalization affects everyday experience

creates new institutions and presents new challenges with many examples lechner describes how the process

unfolds in a wide range of fields from sports and media to law and religion while sketching the outlines of a world

society in the making the book also demonstrates that globalization is inherently diverse and contentious in this

concise analysis of a complex subject lechner presents some of the best work in the social sciences in clear and

readable fashion globalization the making of world society will serve as a stimulating state of the art text for any

student of globalization beginner or advanced

Globalistics and globalization studies 2016-01-01 the present volume is the fifth in the series of yearbooks with the

title globalistics and globalization studies the subtitle of the present volume is global transformations and global

future we become more and more accustomed to think globally and to see global processes and our future can all

means be global however is this statement justified indeed in recent years many have begun to claim that

globalization has stalled that we are rather dealing with the process of anti globalization will not we find ourselves at

some point again in an edifice spanning across the globe but divided into national apartments separated by walls of

high tariffs and mutual suspicion of course some setbacks are always possible because the process of globalization

cannot develop smoothly it is a process which is itself emerging from contradictions and is shaped by a new

contradiction they often go much further than underlying systemic changes allow they break forward as the vanguard

of a victorious army and then often meet resistance of various social and political forces and may suddenly start to

roll back just at the moment when everyone expects their further offensive we believe that this is what is happening

with globalization at present the yearbook will be interesting to a wide range of researchers teachers students and all

those who are concerned about global issues

International Relations from the Global South 2020-05-21 this exciting new textbook challenges the implicit notions

inherent in most existing international relations ir scholarship and instead presents the subject as seen from different

vantage points in the global south divided into four sections 1 the ir discipline 2 key concepts and categories 3 global

issues and 4 ir futures it examines the ways in which world politics have been addressed by traditional core

approaches and explores the limitations of these treatments for understanding both southern and northern

experiences of the international the book encourages readers to consider how key ideas have been developed in the

discipline and through systematic interventions by contributors from around the globe aims at both transforming and

enriching the dominant terms of scholarly debate this empowering critical and reflexive tool for thinking about the

diversity of experiences of international relations and for placing them front and center in the classroom will help

professors and students in both the global north and the global south envision the world differently in addition to

general introductory ir courses at both the undergraduate and graduate levels it will appeal to courses on sociology

and historiography of knowledge globalization neoliberalism security the state imperialism and international political



economy

Globalization: Perak's Rise, Relative Decline, and Regeneration 2024-03-21 written by sultan nazrin shah the author

of the highly acclaimed works charting the economy and striving for inclusive development this book is a pioneering

study of the many economic and social changes in the natural resource rich malaysian state of perak over the last

two centuries when globalization first took hold and international trade networks broadened and deepened in the first

half of the 19th century and a new capitalist world order emerged in the second perak was a key player its tin was in

high demand in western industrializing countries and foreign capital labour and technology propelled it forward by

1900 perak accounted for almost half of malaya s tin output and a staggering quarter of world output with its

prosperity making it the malay peninsula s commercial hub likewise during the global rubber boom that began in the

early 20th century as cars were mass produced for the first time perak was the largest rubber producing state in the

peninsula this book brings together a range of key sub themes economic geography the institutional legacy of

colonialism increasing federal government centralization forces of economic agglomeration and human migration

which drove perak s fortunes in sometimes dramatic economic cycles and ultimately led to the collapse of its tin and

rubber industries and the migration of many of its young and skilled the book concludes by looking forward analysing

perak s characteristics and extrapolating lessons from formerly wealthy industrial centres originally blessed with

natural resources but subsequently left behind by new waves of globalization such as cornwall and sheffield in the

united kingdom and pittsburgh and scranton in the united states with a new vision perak can regenerate itself and

once again emerge triumphant against a tough global background covid 19 war and deglobalization

Globalization, 3rd Edition 2008-01-01 this fully revised textbook focuses on the major topics of globalization

Globalization and the Third World 2006-05-26 the impact of globalization on the world s developing economies is not

conclusive studies show conflicting conclusions to the same problems in the context of globalization in developing

countries it is this analytical inconclusiveness that is at the heart of this collection which makes a fresh attempt to

study the real impact of globalization

Globalization and Internationalization in Higher Education 2012-11-06 universities all over the world are increasingly

recognising the challenges of globalization and the pressures towards internationalization this collection draws

together a wealth of international experience to explore the emerging patterns of strategy and practice in

internationalizing higher education questions considered include how is the concept of globalization in the context of

higher education understood by those who lead universities across the world what new challenges are being created

as universities seek to become more international which forms of leadership are needed and will be needed in the

future in these transforming institutions and how are they going about preparing for and achieving this

Globalization and Labour in the Asia Pacific Region 2000 this study looks at the challenges of globalization and

deregulation and possible responses to them in a variety of ways

Youth Success and Adaptation in Times of Globalization and Economic Change 2012-10-26 today s youth is

confronted not only with the developmental tasks of adolescence but also with substantial social and economic

changes on the macro level originating from globalization and economic volatility presenting research on the

implications of social and economic changes for today s youth this volume covers important topics adolescents future

perspectives the competencies they need to prosper in specific cultures changes related to family and school gender

differences in economic roles within changing societies the effects of technological progress on their lives the way in

which they cope with biographical transitions in flexible markets issues of health and resilience the articles provide

valuable suggestions about what is being done and can be done with regard to individuals or particular groups of

youth especially concerning the application of research findings to interventions this is the 135th volume of new

directions for youth development the jossey bass quarterly report series dedicated to bringing together everyone



concerned with helping young people including scholars practitioners and people from different disciplines and

professions

Globalization and Competition 2009-12-21 globalization and competition explains why some middle income countries

principally those in asia grow fast while others are not successful the author criticizes both old style

developmentalism and the economics of the washington consensus he argues instead for a new developmentalism

or third approach that builds on a national development strategy this approach differs from the neoliberal strategy

that rich nations propose to emerging economies principally on macroeconomic grounds developing countries face a

key obstacle to growth namely the tendency to overvaluate foreign exchange instead of neutralizing it the policy that

rich countries promote mistakenly seeks growth through foreign savings which causes additional appreciation of the

national currency and often results in financial crises rather than genuine investment
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